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In this paper, the NMR technique was used, for the first time, to accurately determine the diffusion
coefficient D of CO2-dissolved molecules in various carbonated beverages, including champagne
and sparkling wines. This parameter plays an important role concerning the bubble growth during its
rise through the liquid (see ref 3). The diffusion coefficient of CO2-dissolved molecules D was compared
with that deduced from the well-known Stokes-Einstein equation and found to significantly deviate
from the general trend expected from Stokes-Einstein theory, i.e, DSE ∝ 1/η, where DSE is the Stokes-
Einstein diffusion coefficient and η the viscosity of the liquid medium.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In champagne, sparkling wines, and beers, carbon dioxide
molecules in excess form together with ethanol when yeast
ferment sugars. They are responsible for producing gas bubbles.
In soda drinks and most of the fizzy waters, industrial
carbonation is the source of effervescence.

In weakly supersaturated liquids such as carbonated bever-
ages, bubble formation and growing require preexisting gas
cavities with radii of curvature large enough to overcome the
nucleation energy barrier and grow freely (1). In a glass poured
with champagne, most of the bubble nucleation sites were
recently found to be located on preexisting gas cavities trapped
inside hollow and roughly cylindrical cellulose-fiber-made
structures on the order of 100µm long with a cavity mouth of
several micrometers (2-4). After a bubble is released from its
nucleation site, it grows as it makes its way to the surface.
Bubble enlargement during ascent is caused by a continuous
diffusion of dissolved CO2 molecules through the bubble
interface (2-6). It is worth noting that the decrease of
hydrostatic pressure between a nucleation site in the bottom of
the flute and the free surface is completely negligible (around
1% of the atmospheric pressureP0). It causes the bubble volume
to grow only about 1% and therefore plays no role in the bubble
growth, as observed during ascent (2,3, 5, 7).

In the case of champagne and sparkling wines, although no
scientific evidence correlates the quality of a bubbly with the
fineness of its bubbles, people nevertheless often make a
connection between both. Therefore, in the past few years a
better understanding of the numerous parameters involved in

the bubbling process has become an important topic in the
champagne research area (7). In a preceding research article
(see ref3 and references therein), by using adequately chosen
mass transfer equations, the growth ratek of bubbles ascending
in a champagne was theoretically derived and connected with
some physicochemical parameters of the liquid medium as
follows (3)

whereR is the bubble radius,kB is the Boltzmann constant,θ
is the absolute temperature,P0 is the pressure into the bubble
assumed to be equal to the atmospheric pressure,D is the
diffusion coefficient of CO2 molecules dissolved in the liquid
medium,F is the liquid density,η is its dynamic viscosity,g is
the gravity acceleration,R is a numerical factor close to 0.75,
and ∆c is the difference in CO2 concentrations between the
liquid bulk and the close vicinity of the bubble surface in
equilibrium with the gaseous CO2 into the rising bubble. Strictly
speaking, the pressure inside the rising bubble is the sum of
three terms: (i) the atmospheric pressureP0, (ii) the hydrostatic
pressureFgh, and (iii) the Laplace pressure 2σ/R originated in
the bubble’s curvature.h is the depth at which the bubble rises,
andσ is the surface tension of the liquid medium. However,h
varying from several millimeters to several centimeters, the
surface tension of the carbonated beverages being on the order
of 50 mN m-1, and bubbles’ radii varying from several tens to
several hundreds of micrometers, the contribution of both
hydrostatic and Laplace pressures are negligible in front of the
atmospheric pressure. More details about the exact determination
of eq 1 can be found in ref3.

To now, the diffusion coefficient of CO2 molecules in cham-
pagne and sparkling wines was unknown and therefore only
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approached through the well-known theoretical Stokes-Einstein
equation (D ≈ kBθ/6πηr) derived by Albert Einstein in a famous
article dated from 1905 (8), wherer is the order of magnitude
of the molecule’s hydrodynamic radius. By considering eq 1, it
can be noted thatD plays a major role in the bubble growth
rate during its rise through the liquid medium. Therefore, a better
knowledge of this key parameter could maybe help us to better
understand the significant differences in the bubble size observed
between some champagnes and sparkling wines. Therefore, its
exact determination has become a priority. In this work, the
experimental diffusion coefficient of CO2 molecules in five car-
bonated beverages (a high-quality champagne wine well-known
for the fineness of its bubbles, a low-quality sparkling wine, a
beer, a soda, and a fizzy water) was accurately determined by
using the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Samples.All the carbonated beverages in question were first
degassed under vacuum. Their respective dynamic viscosity was meas-
ured at 20°C with an Ubbelhode capillary viscosimeter (type 50110/
I). Two milliliters of each sample was then enriched in13CO2 by adding
38.7 mg (227 mM/L) of sodium hydrogencarbonate-13C, 99 atom %
13C (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Samples were then re-acidified by using
diluted HCl, mixed, and directly transferred into the NMR tube.

2.2. NMR Procedure.Experiments were performed at 20°C on a
Bruker DRX 500 spectrometer equipped with a Bruker diffusion probe
with a resonance frequency of 500 MHz. The NMR static field stability
was ensured using a concentric capillary tube filled with D2O.
Translational diffusion coefficient measurement was achieved through
the bipolar pulse-longitudinal eddy currents delay (BPP-LED) nuclear
magnetic resonance technique (9). Static field gradient pulses of duration
δ were used in longitudinal magnetization labeling and unlabeling steps.
In between, the spatial magnetization ordering is allowed to irreversibly
evolve during a mixing delay∆ through the diffusion process. Eddy
currents caused by gradient pulses were allowed to vanish during a 5
ms delay, after which a read pulse provided the necessary transverse
magnetization. The detection of its free evolution gave rise to a time-
domain signal, converted to a spectrum by Fourier transformation. The
theoretical intensity of a spectral signal is described by the following
Stejskal-Tanner relation (10)

whereγ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the studied nucleus,a the area of
the gradient pulses (the integral of gradient strength over the gradient
pulse length), andD the diffusion coefficient of the molecular species
of interest (in the present case, the CO2 molecules).

For each sample, a series of 14 gradient pulses with intensitiesG
ranging from 2.6 to 39.0 G‚cm-1 was applied, withδ ) 8 ms. Each
gradient pulse was shaped as a sine arch to avoid rapid commutation
artifacts. ReportedG values are indeed those reached in the middle
(maximum) of the pulse. The squaredG values were evenly spaced,
according to the standard procedure. Diffusion time∆ was set to 100
ms. For each gradient value, 24 transient time domain signals were
co-added to obtain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. The interacqui-
sition delay was set to 20 s, a value close to the longitudinal relaxation
time that was determined by the inversion recovery technique. The
overall acquisition time was 2 h per sample. After Fourier transforma-
tion, the spectral peak of CO2 was integrated to produce the experi-
mental spectral intensitiesIexp. The 14 spectra resulting from the 14
gradient pulses are superimposed and displayed inFigure 1.

Diffusion coefficient calculation involved a Levenberg-Marquard
minimization of the least-squares residue of the linear fit ofIexp versus
Ith computed withI0 ) 1. All delays being constant, the residue obtained
from the 14 experimental and theoretical intensities was expressed as
a function ofD only. This procedure reduces the number of nonlinearly
fitted parameters from two (D andI0) to only one (D). All measurements
were carried out at 20°C. Gradient strength calibration was achieved

at this temperature, so that the experimental self-diffusion coefficient
D value for D2O was 1.68‚10-9 m2 s-1 at 20°C, as reported by Holz
and Weingärtner (11).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fiveDexp values of the five studied samples are reported
in Table 1 together with their respective dynamic viscosity. It
can be noted fromTable 1 that the diffusion coefficient of CO2
molecules is exactly the same in the champagne wine and in
the sparkling wine. Consequently, we are logically tempted to
conclude that the significant differences in the bubble size
between these two “bubbly” cannot be explained from differ-
ences in their respective diffusion coefficient of CO2 molecules.
As a result, it seems that other hypotheses are to be to found to
explain these differences. We propose two major leads for our
future investigations on the bubble growth. First, differences
in the bubble size from one bubbly to another could be explained
from differences in CO2 concentrations between them (∆cin
eq 1) or/and, second, from significant differences in the pool
of surface-active macromolecules from one bubbly to another.
Actually, in a liquid medium, it is well-known that surface-
active macromolecules adsorb on the surface of a rising bubble
(5, 6, 12-14), thus modifying its surface state and therefore
the mass transfer of molecules through the bubble interface, in
the present case, the transfer of CO2-dissolved molecules from
the liquid bulk to the carbon dioxide gas bubble (6, 15).
Furthermore, in addition to this strictly hydrodynamic reason,
insoluble surfactant layers can strongly modify the per-

Figure 1. Evolution of the CO2 NMR response upon variation of gradient
field strength from low values (front) to high values (back).

Table 1. Dynamic Viscosity, η, of the Five Beverages and
Experimental Diffusion Coefficient, Dexp, of Carbon Dioxide Molecules
in the Five Various Sparkling Beverages

sample η (10-3 kg‚m-1‚s-1) Dexp (10-9 m2‚s-1)

champagne wine 1.48 ± 0.02 1.41
sparkling wine 1.49 ± 0.02 1.41
beer 1.57 ± 0.03 1.44
soda 1.25 ± 0.03 1.35
fizzy water 0.96 ± 0.02 1.85

Ith ) I0 exp[-γ2a2(∆ - δ
3)D] (2)
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meability of thin films to gases and could therefore modify the
transfer of CO2 molecules through the bubble interface (16, 17).
Such considerations are nevertheless beyond the scope of this
communication but will be closely examined in a near future.

We were also tempted to compare theDexp values obtained
by 13C NMR with that deduced from the Stokes-Einstein
equation (D≈ kBθ/6πηr). It should be noted that the latter
equation results from a balance between the thermal energy (the
“Brownian” kinetic energy) and the viscous drag exerted by
molecules close to each others. This equation considers the
molecule in question as a rigid sphere, which experiences from
molecules around, a Stokes’ like drag coefficient along its
random walk through the solution (18). Actually, since the CO2
molecule is far from spherical, its real hydrodynamic radiusr
is expected to be comprised between the two limiting values,
rmax andrmin, as schematized inFigure 2. rmax is approximated
by adding the length of the CdO bond (≈0.116 nm) with the
radius of the oxygen atom (≈0.065 nm), andrmin is ap-
proximated by the radius of the central carbon atom (≈0.091
nm). In Figure 3, the fiveDexp values of the five investigated
beverages are plotted versus their respective dynamic viscosity
and compared with the two limiting laws,Dmax

SE andDmin
SE,

deduced from the Stokes-Einstein equation by use ofrmax and

rmin, respectively. As could have been logically expected, the
five Dexp values are comprised betweenDmax

SE andDmin
SE.

It is worth noting fromFigure 3 that, contrary to the general
trend expected from Stokes-Einstein theory (DSE ∝ 1/η), the
diffusion coefficient of CO2 molecules is higher in the cham-
pagne, sparkling wine, and beer than that in the soda, their
respective viscosity being nevertheless higher than that of the
soda. Quite obviously, the only viscous effects cannot explain
the differences of the CO2 molecule’s mobility between the
different carbonated beverages, as observed in our experiments.
Interactions between the CO2 molecule and the other species
around should be investigated at a molecular scale. There may
be a significant effect of dissolved salts, carbohydrates, mineral
ions, etc., that could affect the colligative properties of the test
matrix and thus the mobility of CO2 molecules. The recent
improvements in molecular dynamic simulation studies could
help us in better understanding that kind of behavior unpredict-
able with the Stokes-Einstein approximation. Simulations are
to be conducted along these lines.
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